
Hearing Loss and Communication 

What’s the big deal? 



The Importance of the Topic 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
10% of the US population has a hearing loss.  That equates to about 30 million people who have some form of hearing loss.  These numbers are increasing due to exposure to loud stimulus such as ipods, music in the car, working in loud environments, and other noise pollution. 
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The Importance of the Topic 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As of January 1, 2011, 10,000 Baby Boomers reach the age of 65 daily until 2030.Estimates suggest 30% of people over 65 have hearing loss



The Importance of the Topic 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Prevalence of hearing loss in the working ages:18-44:   5%45-65: 14%66+:    30% About 23% of the HOH population is unemployed due hearing lossPeople leave jobs because of:Inability to use phone or manage meetingsSocial difficulties and isolation          DenialPeople on average wait 7 years to take action once they notice they are struggling with their hearing.  



What do we hear? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is it that we hear that makes communication more or less effective?We can make the distinction between words vs. gibberish.  Part of the reason Dr Suess is so fun to read for kids (adults too!) is because we know the words he uses are made up– they are gibberish.  This makes reading more fun.We can tell the difference between speech vs. music vs. environmental noise.  Think of going to the theater to see a play.  We know when the characters are having a spoken dialogue and when they break out into song.  We can tell the difference.  Location plays a large role in what we hear.  Are we close to the source of the sound? Are we far away?  We can typically tell the difference between a stimulus that is near and one that is far.We are able to distinguish different voice qualities such as:GenderAgeAccent We take note of grammatical & social cues.Often we can hear a voice and recognize the person it belongs to.  



Hearing loss reduces our ability 
to make these distinctions. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you think about the list on the previous slide you realize that hearing loss reduces our ability to make many of these distinctions.  It is no wonder why people with a hearing loss sometimes struggle to communicate effectively.



Myths & Misunderstandings 

7 ‘You can hear when you want to’  

“What’s the big deal? 
 You hear ‘pretty good 

Your hearing aids ‘fix’ it.” 

You don’t need accommodations… 
Your speech is clear, so you 
hear well, 
You heard me fine in my office, 
You talked to me on the 
phone.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Service providers are often confused when presented with an individual who is hard of hearing. How much of a hearing loss does one need to have in order to justify providing an accommodation? The decision-making process seems to be much easier if presented with a culturally Deaf individual who uses sign language for communication. Obviously, an interpreter is required to facilitate most interactions between signing and non-signing individuals. Individuals who are hard of hearing, though, may seem to hear well in some situations and not in others. In fact, hearing loss is so common that most of us have some experience interacting with someone who has a loss. We may have heard someone say (or even said ourselves) ‘You can hear when you want to’ or assumed that speechreading solves all communication problems. We assume that unless the loss is severe or profound (or if the individual labels themselves hard of hearing), the individual can hear ‘pretty good’. A partial hearing loss is especially confounding because the individual may be able to communicate well with some people and not others, hear in some situations, communicate exceptionally in the intake interview, or even talk on the phone. How does one justify providing services to someone who seems to do so well on his or her own?Here are some questions you might have heard or even thought to yourself:“What’s the big deal?	You hear ‘pretty good’”“You speech read, right?”“Your hearing aids ‘fix’ it.”“You can hear if you want to.”“You don’t need accommodations…Your speech is clear, so you hear well,You heard me fine in my office,You talked to me on the phone.”It is our hope that after completing this training you will realize why these statements are false.  (If you don’t, just ask )



Example: 
Conversation vs. Lecture 
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Eye Contact 
Ability to ask for clarification at any point 
Can respond to elicit clarification 
Limited responsibility for info 
No notetaking required 

Minimal Eye Contact 
Ask limited questions 
Little opportunity for response/feedback 
Responsible for info 
Notetaking  required  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So if you were able to take care of the background noise problem and the student kept up with his reading, wouldn’t he be able to keep up in the class? Why is hearing a lecture in a classroom so much more difficult than hearing in a conversation? Conversation is a two-way, interactive process. There is a give-and-take between individuals that keeps the flow of information going, whether it’s nods and furrowed brows or actual questioning for clarification. This kind of constant monitoring between speaker and listener does not usually happen in a lecture situation. Pauses may be made so that questions can be asked, but there is little checking for understanding on an individual-by-individual basis. It is critical that students understand what is being said in the classroom because they are held responsible for the information that is presented.Let’s break it down like this:  For two way communciations you haveEye ContactAbility to ask for clarification at any pointCan respond to elicit clarificationLimited responsibility for infoNo notetaking requiredOne way communication you have:Minimal Eye ContactAsk limited questionsLittle opportunity for response/feedbackResponsible for infoNotetaking  required (*if you want to know more about why notetakers are important for Deaf and Hard of Hearing students please ask)



What can we hear? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
	What might the student with a hearing loss hear? The above image graphs out speech sounds across its two dimensions, frequency (from low to high across the top) and loudness (from soft to loud down the side). Some speech sounds are soft and high pitched (top and right: /s/, /f/, /th/), others are louder and lower pitched (/n/, /g/). Of course, some people’s voices are higher and softer than average, such as children’s or some women’s voices. Thus, a person may be able to hear some people better than others, simply because the speaker’s voice is generally outside the frequencies where the individual’s loss occurs.	Average speech is estimated at 65 dB. You can see from this graph that many, many speech sounds will be missing even with a moderate hearing loss.	When someone says that they have a 65 dB loss in their right ear, that means that, averaged across the speech frequences, a noise has to be 65 dB or louder in order for them to hear it. In reality, it is best to look at the individual’s audiogram to get a better understanding of where the loss occurs.=============	Wha  mi     e  uden  wi  a  earing lo    ear?  e above image gra    ou   peech  ound  acro  i   two dimen  ion ,  requen y ( rom low  o i acro    e  op) and loudne  ( rom  o t   o loud down    e  ide).   ome  peech   ound  are  o t and  i  pi ched ( op and ri  :  / /, / /, / /),   o  er  are louder and lower pi ched (/n/, /g/). Of cour  e,  ome people’  voi  e  are  i er and  o  er   an average,  uch a children’  or   ome women’   voi e .  Thu , a per on may be able  o  ear  ome people be  er   an o  er ,  imply becau e the  peaker’   voi  e i generally out ide the  requen ie  where the individual’  lo  occur .=============	You have the advantage in figuring out the above paragraph, since you just read it (the first paragraph on this page). It is missing only the sounds /s/, /f/, /t/, /h/ and /th/. As can be seen with the frequency of these few missing letters, the speech reader is working constantly to fill in blanks in the best of circumstances. The /s/ sound is the most often occurring phoneme in the English language, and it is also in the highest speech frequencies. Consonants carry more of the burden for speech perception than vowels. This helps to explain why people with high frequency losses often complain that they can ‘hear but not understand’.



• In looking a  a ma  ing of 
common   ee     

   ound  by  requen  y or   
i    and de ibel (dB) or 
loudne  , i   can be   een    
a  even a mild  igh 

   requen  y lo   mean   
    e individual lo  e   
    e  ound                . 
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74% of the letters remain but only 43% of the words are intact. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another misconception is to assume that people who are Deaf or Hard of Hearing miss words in a sentence.  In actuality they miss parts of every word in every sentence.  Looks at the paragraph above.  We have taken out all the high frequency sounds and this is what you are left with.  Can you understand what it says?In looking at a mapping of the common speech sounds by frequency or pitch and decibel (dB) or loudness, it can be seen that even a mild high frequency loss means the individual LOSES  the sounds S, F, T, H, P, TH, CH. Could you have figured that out?  This is an example of frozen text.  You had the opportunity to look at it over and over again to try and figure out what it said.  This is what many people with a hearing loss experience in every conversation.  Remember, they lose parts of words in every sentence.  



Hearing Aids/Cochlear Implants 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
	Don’t hearing aids and cochlear implants remedy the loss? Most hearing aids amplify a range of sounds specific to the individual’s hearing loss. If a person has a loss in high frequencies but not the lower ones, most hearing aids will amplify only the high frequencies. Cochlear implants, on the other hand, are designed to by-pass cochlear hair cells which are non-functioning and provide direct stimulation to the auditory nerve. Unfortunately, neither hearing aids nor cochlear implants discriminate between speech and background noise.	Restaurants, meetings, and classrooms are generally very noisy not only because of the number of people involved, but because of other sounds in the environment, such as heating/air conditioning units, overhead projectors, and so on. Many of the sounds that individuals with no hearing loss can ignore are amplified for both hearing aid and cochlear implant users into noise that competes with speech.	This concept is known as the signal-to-noise ratio. How much louder does what you want to hear need to be than what you don’t want to hear? In research conducted by Blair 1990, students with no hearing loss understood clearly as long as the speech was 6 decibels louder than the background noise. Students with hearing loss, though, required speech to be 15-25 dB louder than the background noise. Why would this be?	Hearing aids do not create 20/20 hearing. Even though they do amplify certain frequencies, they do not return hearing to normal. Some speech sounds are normally softer than others. That is one of the cues our brain uses to interpret what we are hearing. Hearing aids will artificially amplify these sounds just so that they can be heard in the first place. The resulting word, though, does not sound like normal speech. When a speaker gets louder or softer to make a point, the hearing aid may not make the adjustments in time to keep up with the speaker’s changing volume. In addition, some hearing losses include a neural component so that the brain may not interpret sounds correctly even if they are amplified. Thus, clarity, especially in noisy situations, is a major issue for hard of hearing individuals. 	With cochlear implants (CI), it is a question of the brain interpreting the signals it is now receiving. Some people gain only the ability to differentiate among environmental sounds. Others can recognize speech under some circumstances, and others are able to understand speech in most circumstances. The brain’s ability to interpret what it is hearing changes over time. Individuals with CIs return to their doctors regularly to reset the sensitivity levels associated with various frequencies in their implant. This is called mapping.What do hearing aids do?What do cochlear implants do?What is a signal to noise ratio?



No ALD With ALD 

Why aren’t CIs or Hearing Aids enough? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now understanding that hearing aids and cochlear implants do not solve the problem might be a complicated idea.  Many people arrive with the misconception that once a person puts on hearing aids or CI’s they become “hearing”.  This is not the case at all.  Look at the picture above.  As you can see on the left side of the page there are boxes that display the question Do You See Me?  As you look down the page at all three rectangles you notice that they become less clear.  This is our way of representing an increase in environmental noise.  The question becomes lost in the noise.  The example on the right hand side of the page is what a person would experience if they used an Assistive Listening Device (ALD).  We will go into these in depth next week.  ALDs help filter out the background noise so the user only hears the voice/question. 



Hearing Loss or Deaf Gain? 
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Coping: Self-Accommodation 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
	There are a number of ways individuals may self-accommodate their hearing loss. Depending on the situation, some of these techniques may be constructive, while others, when overused, are not. The individual may withdraw or avoid new social situations with unfamiliar speakers. Sometimes this is in the best interest of the individual, but over reliance on this can lead to social isolation. The more aware the individual is of his needs, the better able he is to set up his environment so that it will work for him, such as arriving early to sit in the front, asking to meet at a restaurant he knows is quieter than most, or setting up breaks in his schedule so as to reduce auditory fatigue.	In order to make sure that he knows where the conversation is heading, the individual with a hearing loss may lead or control the conversation without realizing it. In phone conversations, this is a positive coping skill, reducing the other’s response to a limited range. Asking for clarification or getting the information later from others present are other options. Each social situation is different, requiring an evaluation of how appropriate it is to interrupt, how many questions will be tolerated, weighted by how important the interaction might be or how interested the individual is. For some people, leaving a positive impression is more important than risking facing impatience (or worse) by asking questions. Obviously, this type of coping will not work for long in a classroom.	Other ways of coping with hearing loss include joining support groups, such as SHHH (Self Help for Hard of Hearing People), ALDA (Association of Late-Deafened Adults), CIAI (Cochlear Implant Association International) or on-line support groups, such as Beyond Hearing, the Say What Club, or Cochlear Implant Forum (see http://www.wou.edu/nwoc/ald.htm for contact info). Some students will even ‘professor hop.’ This consists of changing instructors until one is found that meets the individual’s needs (e.g., the instructor writes a lot of notes on the board, is easy for the individual to speech read, or uses mostly lecture rather than group discussion). 	One final word on coping. The service provider should be especially aware of the individual’s comfort level with letting others know that he or she has a hearing loss. Statements like ‘I’ll be fine,’ or ‘I can do it on my own’ should be explored further with the student. The individual may not mean that he will be able to hear and understand what is happening in the classroom. He may, instead, really mean ‘I can get through this without putting anyone out.’ Explore these statements with individuals and find out what their fears are. Help them develop the coping skills for their worst case scenarios, such as responses to people who do become impatient, how to ask for clarification, and how to best set up a positive learning environment to avoid problems.Limit social interactionUse speech readingNew Zealand National Foundation for the DeafInclude breaksSet up environment Sit up frontRequest quiet environmentsTune outSit where can scan room easilyLead conversationAsk for clarificationJoin support groups‘Overstudy’Get info from othersProfessor hop“I’ll be fine.”
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